ABSTRACT People's pursuit of higher quality communication has never ceased, which challenges the layout of 5G networks. Physical-layer network coding (PNC), as a key technology for 5G, supplies a powerful platform through leveraging the broadcast nature of wireless media. However, the symbol error rate (SER) of PNC is not well investigated, which would seriously influence user's quality of experience due to packet loss in wireless environment. In this paper, considering both phase and symbol misalignments, we perform analysis on SER of asynchronous PNC. By assuming part of information is known to the relay, and we derive the lower bound for SER. Afterward, through applying the concept of error vector and eliminating redundant terms, we derive the upper bound for SER. Both the lower and upper bounds are applicable to either multiuser detection-based network coding or belief propagation-based maximum a posteriori decoding. Finally, Monte Carlo simulation verifies our results and demonstrates that the bounds are relatively tight. The analytical results derived in this paper can facilitate future studies of practical and theoretical issues on PNC.
I. INTRODUCTION
The great requirements for dramatic delay reduction and throughput enhancement call a new area of communication systems. It is acknowledged that 5G will bring an army of performance improvement in wireless coverage, spectrum utilization, transmission delay, user experience, and so on [1] . Recently, research on improving spectrum efficiency is now being motivated by novel physical layer techniques, among which physical-layer network coding (PNC) has attracted much interest [2] , [3] . PNC's specific strength in improving throughput comes from exploiting the superposition of electromagnetic waves and the broadcast nature of wireless channels during its multiple access (MA) phase and broadcast (BC) phase, respectively, as shown in Fig. 1 .
Physical layer is fundamental for wireless communications [4] , [5] . Although a lot of literatures focused on throughput improvement in PNC, current network design falls in the fairly narrow set of objections, limiting the effectiveness and feasibility of the resource demanding applications of 5G networks [6] , [7] , and the symbol error rate (SER) of PNC is not well investigated, which would seriously influence user's quality of experience due to packet loss in wireless environment [8] . Under the context of error performance analysis for PNC, current works focus on PNC schemes with symbol alignment [9] - [12] . Assuming phase synchronization and symbol alignment, SER for binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) and quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK) was analyzed in [9] . Considering the effect of phase errors (which is unknown to the receiver) during the synchronization process, the SER for arbitrary M -ary quadrature amplitude modulation (M -QAM) was analyzed in [10] . Assuming that individual phases of the two overlapped signals can be trackable, references [11] and [12] analyzed the SER of PNC when performing minimum distance decoding (as in [13] ) and maximum likelihood decoding, respectively, over fading channels.
Other than the PNC schemes requiring symbol alignment, there are also designs based on trackable symbol misalignment, which is also known as asynchronous PNC, such as [14] , which takes advantage of symbol misalignment to improve the decoding performance under arbitrary phase differences. However, to the best of our knowledge, existing work have not focused on SER performance analysis for asynchronous PNC, whereas analytical results on error performance are expected to facilitate future practical and theoretical studies on higher-layer designs. To this end, this paper focuses on SER performance analysis for asynchronous PNC. We focus on BPSK modulation in this paper as an initial but significant step towards this direction, and higher level modulations can be considered in the future. Our main contributions can be summarized as follows.
• Considering trackable relative symbol and phase offsets, we derive an approximate lower bound and an exact upper bound of SER for asynchronous PNC with BPSK, where we consider two candidate decoding and mapping methods: multiuser detection (MUD) based exclusive-or (XOR) network coding (MUD-XOR) [15] , [16] and belief propagation (BP) algorithm based maximum a posteriori (MAP) decoding (BP-MAP) [17] . The lower and upper bounds are respectively derived based on BP-MAP and MUD-XOR, and are suitable for either decoding method, as will be discussed in Section II-B.
• Specifically, the lower bound is obtained by assuming that part of the overlapped messages (received by the relay) is known to the relay, and the upper bound is obtained by expressing the error probability as a sum of upper bounds and eliminating redundant terms.
• Our simulation results indicate that the lower and upper bounds are relatively tight. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce the signal model and the two different decoding methods, i.e. MUD-XOR and BP-MAP, and discuss their relationship. Subsequently, Sections III and IV respectively derive the lower and upper bounds of SER for asynchronous PNC. Afterwards, the analytical results are verified by simulations in Section V. Conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
II. PRELIMINARIES A. SIGNAL MODEL FORMULATION
We consider a typical bidirectional relaying network with slow flat fading channel, and the channel power gain is assumed to be one. As shown in Fig. 2 , the superposed complex baseband signal (which carries a total of N symbols) received by relay R can be expressed as
where x A,k and x B,k respectively denote the signals from source nodes A and B, and x A,k , x B,k ∈ {−1, 1} for BPSK; φ and respectively denote relative carrier phase and symbol offsets, and 0 < < T (where T denotes the symbol interval); the function p (t) is the rectangular pulse shape; and n (t) is complex additive white Gaussian noise.
B. DECODING METHODS FOR SUPERPOSED SYMBOLS
This subsection first reviews the MUD-XOR and BP-MAP methods, and then illustrates the relationship between these two methods. In this paper, the lower bound for SER is derived under the BP-MAP decoding method and the upper bound for SER is derived under the MUD-XOR decoding method. As we will discuss later, the lower and upper bounds are correct for cases when performing either MUD-XOR or BP-MAP.
1) THE MUD-XOR METHOD
MUD-XOR exploits MUD technique to estimate individual packets from the superposed signal. The outputs of the correlators when respectively synchronized with symbols from A and B are given by,
where k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N } and
The received signals y A,k and y B,k are complex Gaussian random variables with variance σ 2 for both real and imaginary components. Let vector x = x A,1 , x B,1 , . . . , x A,N , x B,N denote the transmitted sequences from end nodes and vector y 1 = y A,1 , y B,1 , . . . , y A,N , y B,N denote the outputs from the correlator, the estimatedx can be achieved bŷ
which is essentially the maximum-likelihood sequence estimation. For notational simplicity, let
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where the proportionality notation ''∝'' indicates that the two sides of (6) are proportional to each other and the proportional factor is independent from the symbol sequence x. Thus, selectingx from (4) is equivalent to choosing x which maximizes the right-hand side of (6) . After decoding the individual packets, bit-wise XOR operation is applied to achieve the network-coded symbol x R,k = x A,k ⊕ x B,k .
2) THE BP-MAP METHOD
BP-MAP as introduced in [17] exploits the BP algorithm, one of the sum-product algorithms which is efficient for obtaining the marginal probability [18] . By using BP-MAP, we can find the exact marginal a posteriori probability of the k th pair of overlapped signals (i.e. x A,k and x B,k ), and then obtain the network-coded symbol x R,k directly, without decoding the individual symbols from nodes A and B. Different from the MUD-XOR method, when BP-MAP is performed, the correlator integrates over the intervals and T − respectively, rather than over the whole symbol interval T . The outputs of the correlators are demonstrated by:
where k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N + 1}, and T / ·
Thus, y R,2k−1 and y R,2k are complex Gaussian random variables respectively with variance σ 2 ·T / and σ 2 · T / (T − ), for both real and imaginary components. Obviously, y R,2k−1 relates to the pair of x A,k and x B,k−1 , and y R,2k relates to the pair of x A,k and x B,k , where x B,0 = x A,N +1 = x B,N +1 = y R,2N +2 = 0, as shown in Fig. 2 .
Let y 2 = y R,1 , y R,2 , . . . , y R,2N +1 , the marginal a posteriori probability of the k th pair of overlapped signals (i.e. x A,k and x B,k ) is given by P x A,k , x B,k | y 2 , which can be obtained by marginalizing all the other estimators in P (x | y 2 ), namely,
where the notation ∼ x A,k , x B,k denotes the traversal of all
The exact expression of P x A,k , x B,k | y 2 can also be factorized as (9) . Thus, according to (9) and the iterative processes of BP algorithm, P x A,k , x B,k | y 2 can be rewritten as
where µ 2k−1 and ν 2k+1 are iterative processes (which can be seen in (11), given by Equations (12) and (13), as shown at the top of the next page.
The BP algorithm provides exact solution to P x A,k , x B,k | y 2 as expressed in (14) . After computing P x A,k , x B,k | y 2 , we can perform MAP estimation by
which yields the estimated network-coded symbolx R,k .
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3) RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MUD-XOR AND BP-MAP MUD-XOR cannot provide lower SER than BP-MAP, because MUD-XOR first decodes the individual symbols and then encodes them, whereas BP-MAP estimates the networkcoded symbol directly. The relay finally wants to obtain the coded symbol and BP-MAP is directly optimized for the coded symbol, hence BP-MAP would not perform worse than MUD-XOR. However, the performances of both approaches remain similar, which is shown as follows.
Lemma 1: When the received sequences y 1 and y 2 are given, we have
(15) Proof: In the expansion of (16) , as shown at the top of this page, the terms |y R,2k−1 | 2 /T and y R,2k 2 (T − ) /T are independent from (14) . We can omit these terms because when we estimate the values of x R,k from (14), these terms appear as constants because our received signals are given. According to (2) , (3), (7) and (8), we have y A,k = y R,2k−1 /T + y R,2k (T − ) /T and y B,k = y R,2k (T − ) /T + y R,2k+1 /T . Accordingly, their corresponding conjugate terms are also equal. We can also obtain Equation (17) , as shown at the top of this page. Hence, the right-hand side of (16) can be written as exp
which is proportional to P (y 1 | x), because we can omit the term Proof: For equiprobable symbols and a given received sequence y 2 , (9) can be rewritten as
According to (15) and (18), the probability terms within (14) , which is used for BP-MAP, can be replaced with ∼{x A,k ,x B,k } P (y 1 | x). Namely, (14) can be rewritten as (19) , shown at the top of this page.
From (4) and (19), we can see that the MUD-XOR and BP-MAP methods relate to the common likelihood probability P (y 1 | x).
We note that, for real numbers α and β, when α > β, we have ln
The case is similar when β > α. Hence, we have
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Therefore, ln (exp (α) + exp (β)) ≈ max {α, β} when |α − β| is large, which is also known as max-log approximation [19] . According to (6) , the left-and right-hand sides of (19) are both proportional to the sum of exponential functions. It is also obvious that the exponent in these exponential functions have a common coefficient 1/2σ 2 . When the SNR is large, σ is small, and the difference between the exponents becomes large. In this case, we can use the max-log approximation to approximate the logarithm of both sides of (19) .
Let vectors x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x 2 2N −1 denote possible transmitted sequences where the k th pair of overlapped signals x A,k and
After the max-log approximation, (19) can be written as
Recall that MUD-XOR first performs (4) and then the XOR operation for the detected symbols, which is equivalent to the operation in (21) . Because (21) 
III. LOWER BOUND OF SER
This section derives an approximate lower SER bound for asynchronous PNC, by considering the BP-MAP method and assuming that part of the message is known to the relay. Such an assumption reduces the uncertainty of the symbols to be estimated. The approximate lower bound is confirmed to be correct in the simulations is Section V.
It can be observed in (11)- (13) that estimation regarding x A,k and x B,k relates to the certainty of adjacent symbols x B,k−1 and x A,k+1 . To obtain the upper bound, when we focus on the error probability of x R,k = x A,k ⊕ x B,k , we assume that x B,k−1 and x A,k+1 are known, which reduces the uncertainty of x A,k and x B,k . With this assumption, the marginal a posteriori probabilities 1 P(x B,k−1 | y R,1 , y R,2 , . . . , y R,2k−1 ) = 1 1 Note that the marginal a posteriori probabilities in iterative process such as µ 2k−1 and ν 2k+1 as shown in (12) and (13) are normalized, so that they can conform to the probability axioms, e.g., x A,k µ 2k−1 = 1 and (10), at the bottom of page 3, are normalized.
. Thus, (11) can be written as
We use the right-hand side of (22) to substitute the corresponding terms in the MAP decision rule given by (14) , which is used for estimating x R,k . However, it is not easy to directly obtain the analytical expression for the error probability of x R,k . Hence, we approximate (14) with max-log approximation [19] .
Lemma 2: Assuming that x B,k−1 and x A,k+1 are known, the MAP estimation can be written as follows after utilizing max-log approximation:
where (22) into (24), as shown at the top the next page.
Substituting the corresponding terms in (14) with (24), we have exp
Similar to [12] which adopts max-log approximation and decision regions in a two-dimensional space to analyze the SER of synchronous PNC, we also adopt max-log approximation to approximate (25) and obtain (23).
Then we express (23) as decision regions in a two-dimensional space as shown in Fig. 3 . Assuming x A,k+1 and x B,k−1 known reduces the uncertainty of x A,k and x B,k to be estimated, thus the analytical solution of the error probability of x R,k based on Fig. 3 is the lower bound of SER. It is obviously that the lower bound of SER can be obtained by integrating the joint probability density function (PDF) of r 1 and r 2 over the corresponding decision regions of Fig. 3 .
Lemma 3: The joint PDF of r 1 and r 2 can be written as
where Proof: We can simplify r 1 and r 2 further. It is obviously that r 1 is related to the real components of y R,2k−1 and y R,2k which are respectively given by (7) and (8). Therefore, according to the real components of (7) and (8), r 1 can be written as in (28), shown at the bottom of this page.
Likewise, we can obtain that
According to (28) where one of terms is Gaussian noise, r 1 and r 2 can be treated as real-valued Gaussian random variables. The mean values of r 1 and r 2 are 
Subsequently, we integrate the joint probability density function of r 1 and r 2 over the corresponding decision regions of Fig. 3 to obtain the lower bound of SER. We need to consider the cases of x A,k , x B,k , namely, (1, 1), (−1, −1), (−1, 1) and (1, −1), as well as the cases of υ ≥ 0 and υ ≤ 0.
Proposition 1: The approximate lower bound of SER can be written as
where 
The notation 1 = :x R,k = 1 is taken to represent the areas (the shaded areas in Fig. 3 ) to be mapped into networkcoded symbol 1. Considering that symbols from end nodes are transmitted equiprobably, the error probability of x R,k is obtained by
In a similar way, we obtain
Considering the case that υ ≤ 0, as shown in the Fig. 9 , the result achieved is identical to (29).
Moreover, the two-dimensional Gaussian probability integral in (29) can be approximated by the method in [20] .
IV. UPPER BOUND OF SER
In this section, we derive the analytical solution of upper bound P U for asynchronous PNC, considering that the MUD-XOR method is used to decode the superposed symbols.
In [21] which aims to obtain the upper bound of SER for asynchronous Gaussian multiple-access channels like code division multiple access (CDMA), the author introduces the concepts of error vector and decomposition, then omits the redundant probabilities regarding the decomposable error vectors, and obtain the upper bound. In this paper, we also take use of the concepts of error vector and decomposition, but we derive the upper bound of SER for asynchronous PNC with our own way which is suitable for PNC and obtain its analytical result.
The k th network-coded symbol is detected erroneous (i.e. x R,k =x R,k ), only when eitherx A,k orx B,k in the detected sequencex is wrong due to the property of XOR operation:
k , while, the other elements inx can be right or wrong. In the following part, we use J x,k to denote the set of all possible estimations of x, in which the k th pair ofx
Thus, for certain transmitted sequence x, the probability of the k th estimationx R,k being erroneous can be expressed as
Let the set x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x 2 2N denote all possible transmitted sequences. Considering all kinds of transmitted sequence, the SER P e,k for x R,k can be achieved by
where P (x) = 1/2 2N , because all the transmitted symbols are independent and equiprobable. According to (33), it is observed that P e,k is related to the term P x | x . Therefore, in this paper, the idea for deriving P U is based on the upper bound of P x | x . In detail, firstly, we obtain the upper bound of P x | x , then, traversing x ∈ x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x 2 2N andx ∈ J x,k , we accumulate upper bounds of all kinds of P x | x . However, some of those upper bounds are redundant, which is analyzed in IV-A. Finally, we omit the redundancy, and obtain the analytical result of P U .
The upper bound of P x | x can be derived as follows. Let L (x) = ln P (y 1 | x), according to (4), the upper bound of P x | x is achieved by
where Q (·) denotes one-dimensional Gaussian probability integral and S x − x = NT + 0
Proof: According to (6), we can obtain
where s t,x − x = s t,x − s (t, x). Note that in (36), we substitute y R (t) with s (t, x) + n (t) based on (1) and (5).
Since L x − L (x) includes Gaussian noise, it is a realvalued Gaussian random variable and the mean value is
Its variance is computed by (31), as shown at the top of the previous page, where
referring to the analysis for (26). Therefore, we can obtain the probability density function (PDF) of L x − L (x), then integrate the PDF over the integral [0, ∞) to obtain (35).
A. UPPER BOUND FOR SER
After obtaining the upper bound of P x | x by (35), according to (33), we can obtain
However, in this subsection, we prove that some terms in (37) are redundant.
Prior to further discussions, we first introduce the concept of error vector, which records the difference between the detected sequence and transmitted sequence, i.e. the value ofx − x. In the following parts, we use λ = λ A,1 , λ B,1 , . . . , λ A,N , λ B,N to denote a certain error vector, where λ A,i , λ B,i ∈ {−2, 0, 2} and i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N }. With the concept of error vectors, according to (33) and (37), the SER can be written as:
We then define a certain λ as a decomposable error vector (which can be decomposed into the other two error vectors λ and λ ), provided that λ satisfies
where
According to (38), we can obtain that the SER of k th network-coded symbol x R,k only relates to the error vectors in the set λ : x + λ ∈ J x,k given certain transmitted vector x, thus, the k th pair of elements in λ (i.e., λ A,k and λ B,k ) satisfies λ A,k = 0, λ B,k = 0 or λ A,k = 0, λ B,k = 0 and other elements can be any values in {−2, 0, 2}. It is observed in (38) that all the error vectors λ, which satisfies x+λ ∈ J x,k , are traversed, including decomposable and indecomposable vectors when we aim to obtain the upper bound of P e,k . However, the following Lemma 5 and 6 reveal that the upper bound of P e,k only relates to the terms regarding indecomposable error vectors at the right-hand side of (38), and the terms regarding decomposable error vectors are redundant.
Lemma 5: A certain decomposable error vector λ satisfying x + λ ∈ J x,k can be decomposed into an indecomposable error vector λ in and another error vector (λ − λ in ), where λ in satisfies x + λ in ∈ J x,k . Proof: We first discuss that if we decompose λ step by step, we can obtain an indecomposable error vector at last. Then, we will prove that λ can be directly decomposed into the indecomposable error vector and another error vector.
If λ is decomposable, there are at least one kind of decomposition, for example, λ can be decomposed into λ a + λ b or λ + λ , etc. Thus, we can always find one of aforementioned decompositions to maximize the value of f (·) in (39a). In the following discussion, we assume that the decomposition (not necessarily unique) λ = λ a + λ b can maximize the value of f (·), that is
for any other decomposition λ = λ + λ . Note that only one of x + λ a and x + λ b will belong to
, it is obtained that λ in = λ a . Otherwise, λ a can be decomposed into λ a 1 and λ a 2 which maximize the value of corresponding f (·), and x + λ a 1 ∈ J x,k . If λ a 1 is indecomposable, we stop decomposing because we have found an indecomposable error vector. Otherwise, λ a 1 can be decomposed into λ a 11 and λ a 12 which maximize the value of corresponding f (·), and x + λ a 11 ∈ J x,k . If λ a 11 is indecomposable, we stop decomposing. Otherwise, we can continue to decompose λ a 11 . At last, we will obtain an indecomposable error vector, otherwise, the aforementioned process will continue until forever.
After obtaining an indecomposable error vector, we prove that λ can be directly decomposed into the indecomposable error vector and another error vector. Assuming λ a and λ a 1 decomposable, firstly, we prove that λ can be directly decomposed into λ a 1 and λ a 2 + λ b . According to the additivity of f (·), and λ a = λ a 1 + λ a 2 , we achieve the following equation,
Since λ a can be directly decomposed into λ a 1 and λ a 2 , thus f (λ a 1 , λ a 2 ) ≥ 0. According to (41), if λ cannot be directly decomposed into λ a 1 and 12 , we achieve that
. (42) Because we have proved that λ a can be directly decomposed into λ a 11 and (λ a 12 + λ a 2 ), thus f (λ a 11 , λ a 2 + λ a 12 ) ≥ 0. Similar to the analysis for (41), we can prove that λ indeed can be directly decomposed into λ a 11 and λ b + λ a 2 + λ a 12 . If λ a 11 is indecomposable, we can obtain that λ in = λ a 11 . According to induction hypothesis and above analysis, we can prove that λ can be directly decomposed into an indecomposable error vector λ in and another error vector.
Lemma 6: If decomposable error vectors λ 1 , λ 2 , . . . , λ m ∈ λ : x + λ ∈ J x,k can be respectively decomposed into a common indecomposable error vector λ in (where
Proof: We first prove that when x + λ i is detected, we can also obtain L x + λ in ≥ L (x). Thus, on a constellation diagram, the decision region where x + λ in or x + λ i is detected, is within the decision region where
. Then, based on the above conclusion, we derive (43).
For the i th decomposable error vector λ i , let λ i = λ i − λ in . According to (36), we can obtain that
(i.e. the most likely vector), and
Then we prove (43) based on (44). In the subsequent discussion, for notational simplicity, we define the events
Since if traverse all possible detected vectors in J x,k , we obtain λ:x+λ∈J x,k
Pr x+λ = arg max
Replacing Pr (H | D) with (35), (43) can be proven. According to Lemma 6, we know that Q S λ in /2σ is a tighter upper bound than
Therefore, we can treat m i=1 Q (S (λ i ) /2σ ) as the redundant term and omit it. Moreover, according to Lemma 5, every decomposable error vector belonging to λ : x + λ ∈ J x,k can be decomposed into an indecomposable error vector also belonging to λ : x + λ ∈ J x,k and another error vector. Thus, according to Lemma 6, we can omit all of the terms regarding decomposable error vector at the right-hand side of (38). Therefore, the upper bound of SER can be achieved by
The set F denotes the set of indecomposable error vectors where
It is observed in (49) that we need to traverse all kinds of transmitted vectors to obtain the upper bound of P e,k , while, we prefer to simplify (49) so that upper bound of P e,k is independent on transmitted vectors.
Lemma 7: The upper bound of SER can be rewritten as
where ω (λ) denotes the number of non-zero elements in λ.
Proof:
We focus on
we can combine like terms. In detail, for some elements (not include x A,k and x B,k simultaneously) in x, if the corresponding elements inx are detected right, it is observed that the value ofx − x will not change no matter what are the values of those elements in x because the corresponding elements inx − x are always zero. Therefore, the number of like terms relates to the number of zero element in the commonx − x of the like terms. Let ω (·) denote the number of non-zero element in a vector, for a certain λ =x − x, according to the above analysis, it is observed that there are 2 2N −ω(λ) terms of Q (S (λ) /2σ ) in
Q S x − x /2σ . Likewise, (49) can be written as
Therefore, (50) is proved.
B. ANALYTICAL EXPRESSION OF UPPER BOUND FOR SER
In this subsection, we expand the left-hand side of (50) and carry out the analytical expression of upper bound of P e,k .
Proposition 2: The upper bound for SER is obtained by
(52) Proof: Firstly, we present all kinds of the indecomposable error vector. Judging whether a certain error vector λ can be decomposed into λ and λ or not lies in judging whether (39a) is true, subject to (39a)-(39a). Similar to (17) , we obtain
Note that a certain element in λ can be only decomposed into itself and 0 no matter whether the element is equal to 0 or not. (λ A,1 , λ B,1 , . . . , λ B,k−1 , λ A,k , 0, 0, . . . , 0) and a certain element between any two non-zero elements can not be 0, otherwise, the error vector can be decomposed just as above analysis. In conclusion, the elements in an indecomposable error vector satisfy that all of the non-zero element must be adjacent.
Focusing on other terms in (53) and considering the carrier phase offset φ ∈ [0, π/2] (i.e. cos φ ≥ 0), we can obtain that f (λ , λ ) < 0 if any adjacent two non-zero elements (e.g., λ B,k−1 and λ A,k are adjacent two elements, as well as λ A,k and λ B,k ) in λ are numbers with opposite signs, since Thus, considering different number of non-zero elements, the set F | λ A,k =0,λ B,k =0 can be shown in Fig. 4 . For the error vectors in the 2i th and 2i − 1 th rows (i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 2k − 1}) of Fig. 4 , the number of non-zero elements in the error vector is equal i. Likewise, considering the case that
Secondly, we expand the right-hand side of (50) based on (17), we obtain (54), as shown at the bottom of this page. If a certain element in λ is non-zero, thus its square is equal to 4. Because the adjacent two non-zero elements in λ are numbers with opposite signs, thus the product of the two numbers is −4.
For the number of non-zero element i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 2k − 1}, if i is even number, regarding the error vectors in 2i th and 2i − 1 th rows,
If i is odd number, regarding the error vectors in 2i th and 2i − 1 th rows,
According to (55) and (56),
Likewise, we can obtain
According to sum of (57) and (58), the upper bound of SER for k th network-coded symbol x R,k relates to the value of k. In order to derive a common upper bound suitable for the error probability of x R,k no matter what is the value of k, we can add additional terms in right-hand side of (57) and (58) as follows, shown at the bottom of this page.
Since Q(·) in (59), as shown at the bottom of the previous page, is monotonically decreasing, the terms at the right-hand side of (59) satisfy that
, and if N → ∞, the right-hand side of (59) will be convergent. Therefore, we make N → ∞, then (59) can be written as When the phase offset φ ∈ [π/2, π] (i.e. cos φ ≤ 0), we can still obtain the same analytical expression as in (52).
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we provide numerical results with BP-MAP method to verify our analytical results derived in Sections III and IV. We compare our analytical bounds for SER with the exact values obtained by Monte Carlo simulations. During our simulation, the size of each frame N is set to 1, 024 bytes, and we simulate 300,000 frames. T is set to 1. 5 investigates the SERs at the relay during the MA phase in various signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) regions when the relative phase offsets φ equal 0, π/4, and π/2. During this study, the symbol offset is set to 0.5. It is observed in Fig. 5 that the lower bounds for SER under different phase offsets are less than the exact SER of asynchronous PNC (which is decoded through BP-MAP), which verifies our analytical results. Additionally, it is known that the SER performance of synchronous PNC outperforms that of asynchronous PNC [17] , and Fig. 5 also illustrates that the analytical lower bounds for different phase offsets are always greater than the exact SER of synchronous PNC. This phenomenon indicates that our analytical results are adequate accurate and can be approximate values for SER of asynchronous PNC, which should be greater than the exact SER of synchronous PNC. Similarly, Fig. 6 verifies our analytical results on the upper bound for SER. It is depicted in Fig. 6 that all the exact SERs of asynchronous PNC under different phase offsets are upper-bounded by corresponding analytical results. 2 The small differences between the simulation results and their corresponding bounds demonstrate that both the upper and the lower bounds are tight enough to facilitate the analysis on SER performance at the relay. Since BP-MAP method approximates MUD-XOR method as the analysis in II-B.3 when SNR increases, the upper bounds approach the corresponding simulation results as the SNR increases, as shown in Fig. 6 . Fig. 7 exhibits the SERs of asynchronous PNC and their corresponding upper bounds and lower bounds at the relay for different symbol offsets when SNR per bit equals 8 dB. We do not consider the cases > 0.5, because if > 0.5, we can decode x A,k+1 ⊕x B,k rather than x A,k ⊕x B,k so that the performance for x A,k+1 ⊕x B,k with symbol offset is similar to that for x A,k ⊕ x B,k with symbol offset 1 − [14] . In the scenarios that phase offsets are 0 and π/4, the SERs are nearly invariable (for QPSK, difference between the SERs will be great) when the symbol offset is small (e.g. less than 0.3), while the SER curves increase obviously when the symbol offset becomes larger. However, in the case that the phase offset is π/2, the SER value almost stays the same level with the increase of the symbol offset, 3 and the curve of corresponding upper bound follows the trend of the exact value. This is because when the relative phase offset equals π/2, the two discrete-time complex signals (with BPSK modulation from the two end nodes) are orthogonal in the 2-dimensional plane. Therefore, we can make the decoding more robust against phase offset through controlling the relative symbol offset, when performing asynchronous PNC.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
PNC is viewed as one of the key 5G key enabling technologies. In this paper, we have analyzed SER performance of asynchronous PNC during the MA phase at the relay and derived analytical results of the lower bound and upper bound for SER. The lower bound and upper bound obtained in this paper are applicable to decoding method based on either MUD-XOR or MAP. Numerical results have verified the analytical results and demonstrated that our results are adequate accurate and can be applied when investigating SER performance of asynchronous PNC with various symbol and phase offsets. Focusing on asynchronous PNC, this paper complement issues on the performance analysis of PNC, and can facilitate future practical and theoretical studies. 
